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Energy Voice is a global, digital and
print news platform for the oil and gas,
renewables and wider energy sectors.
The platform has a rich global scope
and is read in more than 100 countries.
It reports breaking news in all of the energy
industry’s key hubs, provides a diverse mix
of columnists, in-depth market research,
insightful analysis, exclusive video content,
reports and up-to-the-minute industry
coverage all in one place. It’s known for
hard-hitting exclusives with the biggest
players in business, including the CEOs
of Shell, BP, Equinor and Baker Hughes.
The UK’s best-selling regional daily paper
The Press and Journal has been delivering
news since 1747. For more than 20 years
the Energy Voice monthly supplement has
been circulated along with the P&J.

JANUARY
2022

SCOTWIND

FEBRUARY
2022

OFFSHORE EUROPE/SUBSEA

MARCH
2022

SOUTHERN NORTH SEA

With awards for the hotly-contested ScotWind leasing round just
around the corner, we look at the runners and riders and the
potential economic boost to Scotland from offshore wind.

The show must go on! As both Offshore Europe and Subsea
Expo kick off at the P&J Live (in person!) this month, we speak to
the industry’s big hitters and dive into the potential of the Blue
Economy for the north-east.

As a mixed energy centre, the southern North Sea (SNS) is
leading the energy transition for the UK, with wind farms rubbing
shoulders with significant gas production. These projects and
advancements will be on show at the SNS conference in Norwich
(March 2/3)
Special focus: Next Gen Energy/ reskilling for the Energy Transition

APRIL
2022

FINANCE, INVESTMENT AND M&A FOCUS

MAY
2022

NORTH AMERICA/OTC

At the start of the new tax year, we explore the evolving financial
landscape of the energy sector. Whose got the cash and where
are they likely to spend it?

The Gulf of Mexico is a booming market and, post-covid, oilfield
technology company CEOs, lawyers and accountants will make
the trip across the Atlantic to Houston from Aberdeen for their
annual pilgrimage to OTC. They will be showcasing new tools
and gadgets, making deals and perhaps playing some golf.
But will they find a US energy market in robust condition and
brimful of opportunities? (OTC May 2 – 5)

JUNE
2022

CCUS/HYDROGEN
As investment in hydrogen and CCUS heats up, we look at the
major projects underway in the UK and overseas to bolster the
burgeoning market.
Special focus: Battery storage

JULY
2022

SAFETY CHECK-UP

AUGUST
2022

NORWAY/ONS

With the industry now back up and running having sustained the
impact of Covid-19, what has been the lasting legacy of the virus
on safety operations offshore?

(August 29th - September 1st)
In the run-up to biennel ONS Conference in Stavanger, we get
the lowdown on the health of Norway’s energy sector. The Nordic
country is often credited with being ahead of the curve compared
to the UK, so what can we learn from our North Sea neighbours.

SEPTEMBER
2022

FUTURE NORTH SEA
The future of upstream oil and gas development is no longer clear
for the North Sea. The policy of maximising economic recovery
has now been counterbalanced by the UK Government’s 2050 net
zero target. But while renewables account for a rapidly growing
slice of the energy mix, oil & gas demand continues to grow on
the back of the post-Covid economic boom.
Special focus: Tech showcase

OCTOBER
2022

D&I
It could be argued it is long overdue, but the oil and gas
industry is more engaged than ever in addressing Diversity &
Inclusion (D&I) parity within the sector. Where are efforts being
concentrated, and what needs more of a laser focus?

NOVEMBER
2022

DECOMMISSIONING/ADIPEC

DECEMBER
2022

YEAR IN REVIEW

The UK prides itself on being ahead of the game in the field of
decommissioning. But how is the country staying ahead of the
competition? How are the consortiums set up specifically to cut
costs and deliver well P&A campaigns faring? And which regions
are most likely to welcome UK expertise soonest? We also look
ahead to the annual Adipec conference in the Middle East and
analyse how seriously the region is taking the energy transition.

Phew, what a 12 months that was! We’ll try to make sense of a
roller coaster year for the energy sector, as well as looking ahead
to see what 2023 has in store.

